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THE STORY OF CHILDBIRTH. By Palmer Findley. Double-
day Doran and Company, New York, 1933.
The recent report on maternal mortality in New York City made by
the Committee on Public Health Relations of The New York Academy of
Medicine clearly shows that the major attack on this problem must be one
of education. Physicians and laity alike must be made aware of the diffi-
culties associated with attempts to bring the benefits of present-day obstetrical
science to all those upon whom the propagation of the race depends.
There is no better medium of expressing these truths than by such books
as Findley's The Story of Childbirth. The work deals not only with the
history of obstetrical practices but it contains excellent chapters on such timely
subjects as birth regulations, maternal mortality and the modern maternity
hospital. Dr. Findley brings to the preparation of such a work the experience
of a skilled clinician and a notable contributor to obstetrical science, and
with unusual skill he is able to translate that experience into simple language
that the layman can understand. Out of a mass of popular books on sex
problems now flooding the American market, The Story of Childbirth comes
with a fresh and healthy view of the truth of things as they are.
HERBERT THOMS.
DE VENARUM OSTIOLIS 1603 of Hieronymus Fabricius of
Aquapendente (1533?-1619) Facsimile Edition. With Introduc-
tion, Translation and Notes by K. J. Franklin, D.M., Tutor and
Lecturer in Physiology of Oriel College and University Demon-
strator of Pharmacology, Oxford. C. C. Thomas, Springfield, Ill.,
1933.
Dr. Franklin and the publisher, C. C. Thomas, are to be complimented
on this very beautiful and interesting resurrection of one of the classics of
anatomy. Stimulated by Dr. Fulton, Dr. Franklin has presented a brief but
concise picture of the environment which produced this early study of the
valves of the veins. The biographical notice tells us something of the colorful
career of Fabricius ab Aquapendente. This anatomist must have lived a full
and fruitful life. Not only was he a successful anatomist as such, but he
was a stimulating and impressive teacher. Students from all over Europe
came to work with him but his chief influence seems to have been on those
who gathered in Padua from Poland and Germany. England, too, shared
in this interest, for the young William Harvey undertook the arduous journey
to Padua to study Anatomy.
The historical background of the first adequate description of the valves
of the veins shows how often it is that scientists miss the crucial discoveries,
skirting the outer margins but only occasionally penetrating to the heart.